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AV Solution Provider obtains
permission from the consumer

to compare attributes (provided
by the consumer) for the

purpose of authentication.
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How could
Age Verification 

provide online child protection? 

AUTHENTICATION. For AV solutions to work, there needs to be databases
or other mechanisms which can authenticate (or verify attributes). Once a
consumer is verified, the AV Solution Provider would never see what porn
services the individual whom they have authenticated might subsequently
log into or visit. The porn services will never be able to identify the
individual from the digital token provided by the AV Solution Provider.

REGULATOR: An appointed regulator would monitor compliance of porn
services. Penalties could apply for non-compliant pornography companies.

AV Solution Providers would need to meet a stringent set of standards for usability,
accessibility, privacy protection, security, risk management, fraud control and more.
These standards should be relative to the data held and risks posed by the individual

solution—some retain zero data so if there is an exchange, it is momentary. 
Defining these standards is an important part of establishing AV in any country.

Consumer chooses their 
AV Solution Provider.

Adults accessing pornographic services would be required to
verify they are 18 or over by using Age Verification solutions.
The process may vary from country to country, however,
effective Age Verification (AV) solutions would ideally include: 

When a potential consumer
lands on porn services, they
would be asked if they have

been age verified.

AV solutions would be provided by
third-party companies. There should
be no need for personal information

to be shared with porn services.

Porn services could display a list of accredited 
AV Solution Providers for the consumer to choose from.

 There are two ways someone could be verified.

Age 
Verification

Age Verification requires a
simple set of data to prove

that a person is the age they
say they are, matched to a

specified degree of confidence
via verified attributes.

Another method (not required to
adequately determine a person's
age) is Identity Verification. This
involves a robust set of data to
prove a person is who they say
they are. e.g. 100 point check.

—underpinned by Safety, Security and Privacy—

Consumer is verified and
provided with a "Digital Token".

Consumer uses this "Digital
Token" to log into porn

services, or any other age-
restricted site (gambling,
alcohol, weapons, etc.).

Age Verification
underpinned by safety,
security and privacy

Data mining

Facial recognition (unless
the consumer opts for
this form of verification)

No cross-service sharing
of personal information

Safer online
environment for
children globally

AV SOLUTION PROVIDERS
AUTHENTICATION
AN APPOINTED REGULATOR

For more information about protecting kids globally, visit connectingtoprotect.org

The only thing required for AV for porn services should be determining that a person is 18+.
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